Litigation Readiness and
Electronic Discovery
Minimizing risk, reducing cost
and achieving value through
litigation readiness initiatives.

Thursday, October 1st 2009.

Increases in regulation & litigation, coupled with very tight spending
constraints make for a challenging environment.
Business Drivers
 Overall litigation in United States federal
courts rose 9% in 2008. (2009 Law360 Litigation Almanac)
Increase in
Litigation and
Disputes

 The number of employment claims rose
more than 15% last year and lawyers
expect a bigger jump in 2009. (Jan 30, 2009 New York
Times)

Implications for Companies
 Dealing with electronically stored information
(ESI) costs will continue to spiral out of control
for those companies facing litigation with little or
no strategy for a standardized electronic
discovery approach. (Forrester, Jan 15, 2009)
 Organizations that have an e-Discovery strategy
plan in place will spend up to 50% less on eDiscovery than those companies that do not.
(Gartner, Jan 9, 2009)

 In late 2006, the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure were amended to recognize and
account for ESI.
Increase
Regulations

Increase
Pressures to
Reduce
Costs

 The European Union now has a Working
Party (Working Party 29) addressing the
issues of privacy and discovery in EU
countries.
 Almost 40% of the largest companies
surveyed spent $5 million or more annually
on litigation. (Fulbright and Jaworski 2007 Litigation Trends Survey)
 The biggest direct spend in eDiscovery is
the processing of data on average, about
$1,800 per GB. (Forrester Dec 11, 2006)

 Non-U.S. headquartered companies doing
business in the US and subject to any litigation in
its courts find themselves dealing with the
discovery regulations as outlined in the FRCP.
 Mergers and Acquisitions - The acquiring
company is accountable for ensuring that data
relevant to ongoing or anticipated disputes
involving the target company is properly
preserved.
 Insurance companies are looking at litigation
cost claims much more closely and could impact
the amount an organization must pay for
damages. (e.g. Intel vs. American Guarantee)
 Through 2012, companies without an information
governance strategy and technology for content
archiving solutions will spend a third more on eDiscovery than those with content archiving
solutions. (Gartner, Jan 9, 2009)
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The reality is, legal departments are facing growing liability concerns
while Senior Management is focusing on the enormous cost burden
for maintaining vast data stores and increasing shareholder value.
Common Electronic Discovery Challenges
What are the formal
policies or
procedures?

Are we in
compliance?

Can we support Legal
Discovery?

Can we start
destroying eligible
records?

•
•
•
•

No classification of data
Lack of standards for archiving of electronic data
No policies for secure storage of backup tapes or archive material
Lack of governance for data retention or disposition

•
•

Retain records per regulatory authority specifications
Failure could result in fines, jail terms, and loss of customer and
public trust

•
•
•

Enable efficient search and retrieval of records to support litigation
Audit trails to demonstration protection controls
Inabilities could lead to high discovery costs and legal losses

•
•

Reduce risks by destroying records that no longer need to be retained
Supporting infrastructure and compliance mechanism to handle
physical and electronic records
Liability arising from not enforcing the policies

•

Over 70 percent of electronic
documents are never printed
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“There cannot be a crisis next week.
My schedule is already full.”
Henry Kissinger
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The Knock at the Door 0.
My client is
concerned.
They’ve tried to
work with you
directly, but at this
point it looks like
we’ve exhausted all
non-legal options.
We want all your
information about
this matter.

1

3
Business Areas

Opposing Counsel
2

Opposing Counsel
seems pretty firm.
We should send
out a hold notice.
Let’s start pulling all
the information
together now for
our defense!!!!!

SoE what exactly are
we looking for?
I spoke to the office
manager several times
and made notes in our
system. There are lots
of documents and
emailsE and images
too!!!

4

Legal
Department
IT

I think the information can be
found from the database and
our file share.
I can also see what I can find
from our email archives since
we do not get rid of anything.
I mean, since we don’t get rid
of everything, all the
information is thereE
somewhere

When litigation hits, a company needs to be able to demonstrate that it knows
where and how to find pertinent information to the case, both physical and
electronic.
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The fact is, organizations face many challenges when
responding to e-Discovery requests.
Cost/Risk

Complexity

Time

Schedule

Team

Preparation

Technology

• The cost of litigation is high and going up!
• Managing the Volume of Information
• Need to Ensure Most Relevant Information is Identified
• Electronic information today is created in highly mobile, frequently changing IT
infrastructures.
• Addressing e-Discovery requests is time consuming.

• New procedural rules mandate the scheduled production of electronic records.
Examples include Ontario’s Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, and British
Columbia’s, Rules of Court B.C. Reg 221/90.
• Requires people from Business, IM/IT, Legal/Investigative Experts, Internal Audit,
Corporate Communications and HR
• No one single person has the required cross-functional expertise.
• Implementation of policies and procedures is usually not sufficient.
• Lack of preparation drives up cost and adds to time pressure.
• Usually requires significant investments in diverse technologies.
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It is all about electronic data
• It takes 3 days once a file is created before the likelihood of
its reuse drops to 50%.
• There is a less than an 10% probability that data more than
30 days old will ever be reused
• 75% of all remote data is unprotected and unmanaged
• Large email attachments and employee productivity issues
has risen into the top 3 problems for IT in managing enduser policies
• An overwhelming number of respondents (83 percent) said
that keeping messages properly archived is important in
preparedness for legal discovery and compliance
Source: Postini - Increasing Volume Of Email & Instant Messaging Top Concern Of It Professionals In 2006
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Reality slowly sets in 0.

Business Areas

We need to build our
case as soon as
possible!
Opposing Counsel say
that they have a number
of emails and images
from ex-Employees!

Wait! I remember, that
email! I think it was
related to Project X!

We need to find those
pictures and emails and
any other information
related to it!!

Terabytes???
Maybe I can ask the
judge to delay the
electronic discovery
requestE

But those employees left
so long ago!
I’m not sure where we
kept those files!

Project X? But that is the
biggest project the office has
right now!
There are hundreds of people
working on it as we speak!
Legal
Department
IT

I can probably start gathering
the information – but what do
you want me to do with it? Do
you want a printed copy of all
the emails? We’re talking
about TB’s of data hereE.
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In a recent reform on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Nova
Scotia judges boldly went where no Canadian judiciary had gone
before: to the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Key Changes

What it Means

Business Impact

14.14: A corporate party to a
defended action must designate a
manager for discovery of the
corporation and notify the other
parties of the name of the designated
manager no more than twenty days
after the day pleadings close.

Each side must make it known who is
responsible for the discovery process.
Conversely, a judge may substitute a
manager if a corporate party makes an
unreasonable designation or if the
person is proven unsuited the for the
role.

An organization must train and
continually support an individual or a
number of people to take on the role of
a discovery manager. This means that
they must be aware of the processes
around Legal Holds, preservation of
evidence etc.

14.07: A judge may order another
party to provide an indemnity to the
disclosing party for an expense of
disclosure if the expense is not the
result of a system of records
management that is ineffective, or
otherwise unreasonable

Any additional expenses accrued into
the discovery process cannot be
claimed back if costs are due to
inefficient processes and ineffective
systems

Companies must now proactively
ensure that policies and processes
around information management and
retrieval are in place. In addition, the
technologies used to house the
information must be reliable.

This requires each case to have a case
plan, which includes:
• Dispute resolution options,
• Discovery of relevant materials
• Dates for the exchange of documents
or an electronic document protocol,

The organization has to quickly at the
early onset of litigation, what relevant
data it has or did have to aid their legal
team in determining the best course of
action in their defence. In turn, the
opposing party can no long go on
‘fishing expeditions’ to hopefully find
potentially relevant information.

Rule 16: a party must follow the
many prescribed duties regarding
preservation and disclosure of
electronic information.
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The judges modeled rules after the US Federal Rules and thereby
ushered in the most open disclosure and discovery process in
Canada.

Key reforms taking place

What does this mean to an
organization?

a) Limiting the time frame in which discovery takes
place.
b) Narrowing the scope and standard of relevance
in both oral and document discovery.
c) Capping the number of discovery events that
can be undertaken by the parties.
d) Expediting the scheduling of discovery.
e) Eliminating oral discovery in expedited or simplified
procedure rules.
f) Penalizing duplicative or cumulative discovery.
g) Introducing a mandatory discovery conference
between counsel and/or before a judge.
h) Creating a more effective process for resolving
conflicts as they arise in the discovery process,
through case management and other civil procedural
rule reform.

• Shorter and shorter timeframes to
produce relevant data
• No more fishing expeditions – you have
to know what data is relevant and prove
why it is relevant
• A limited number of discovery requests
means you have to know exactly what
information you are asking for from the
other side
• Costs for extra efforts in discovery
would be covered by the requestor
• An initial ‘Meet and Confer’ by the
parties makes it even more critical to
know where you stand when dealing with
your data.

Access to Justice: Report on Selected Reform Initiatives in Canada
http://www.cjc-ccm.gc.ca/cmslib/general/2008_SelectedReformInitiatives_Report_final_EN.pdf
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The traditional “wait-and-see” method to eDiscovery —
where the organization defers addressing ESI until its
production is requested by opponents are no longer
sustainable.
• To address these concerns, many organizations along with numerous
global corporations are establishing a highly operational,
systemized process to address their e-Discovery requirements
as a part of their standard litigation practices in place of more reactive
and “ad hoc” approaches.
• Only with an integrated, systemized and efficient internal
process that employs best practices methodology and
associated technology enablers at the outset of each case will
government entities be able to routinely identify and preserve relevant
information and establish reasonableness in the eyes of the Court.
• Establishing a defensible process is a critical element of
compliance, as opposing counsel are now routinely seeking to
capitalize on the eDiscovery struggles of large entities and
organizations.
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Followed by panic0

The judge said no!
We cannot delay
discovery!

Business Areas

Sure – let me get you
our paper archives.
That’s where all the
records are.
You want the electronic
stuff on computers too?
Well, that’s IT’s job.

Why are you standing
there? Start getting the
information!
The Opposing Counsel
must know something
that we don’t!

Sure, let me find the
employee’s old laptops.

Start the legal hold and
eDiscovery process!!!!

I’ll boot them up and start
copying the information
off for you.

Legal
Department
IT

One more thing, what’s
eDiscovery?
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E-Discovery is the process of finding and producing documents
stored in electronic format in response to litigation or regulatory
requirements.
• The sheer volume of ESI (e-mails, documents,
databases etc.) that is potentially relevant for
discovery purposes is beyond the comprehension of
many organizations.
• The preservation, review and production of large
volumes of ESI can be time consuming and costly,
and difficult when there are no standard formats or
protocols.
• Collection of ESI will often contain a mixture of
business and private communication.
• Electronic information can easily be deleted, either
intentionally or inadvertently, and information thought
to be destroyed in the ordinary course can sometimes
be recovered, often at considerable cost.

September 21, 2007

PSEG Power New York, Inc.

• The challenge is both
paper and electronic
– Need to know what to do but
also need to be able to do it
• Quickly
• Efficiently
• Economically
• And with confidence that we
have done it to everything to
which it needs to be done

• The problem is only partly
that the medium has
changed
– The problem is also that
Information Management
processes and practices are not
yet

PSEG Power New York, Inc., turned over more than 3,000 e-mails and 211,000 pages of documents
to a legal adversary, but a magistrate judge has found that the company still failed to comply with a
discovery request.

• Pervasive enough

The issue is not that information wasn't disclosed E it was that e-mails and attachments weren't
disclosed together!

• Risk-based enough

• Comprehensive enough
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e-Discovery starts and ends with a solid Information and Records
Management foundation.
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Given all the challenges, how can organizations minimize their
litigation costs and reduce their risk exposure?

Information management
& identification
poses the
greatest effort
for organizations undergoing
eDiscovery

Information preservation
& collection
poses the
greatest risk
for organizations conducting
eDiscovery

Information review &
analysis
has the
greatest cost
associated with eDiscovery

Electronic Discovery Reference Model

Organizations need a comprehensive, repeatable electronic discovery plan
that embraces the corporation and is defensible to the courts.
Confluence to such processes is ‘Litigation Readiness’.
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Efficiencies in eDiscovery

Original Volume (and Cost)
Present

Review

Host

Process

Gather

Preserve

Scope

Proactive

Reactive
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A rigorous process should be followed to deal with
eDiscovery requests, i.e. one that includes the proper
level of oversight and functional support.
Strategic Management and Oversight

Requests

• Legal
Complaint

Planning
•Setting
Stakeholder
Expectations

• Production
Order

• Investigation

•Response
Strategy and
Plan
•Information
Identification
and “Funneling”

Privacy Monitoring

Processing

•Information
Collection
•Information
Review
•Information
“Tagging”

Performance Monitoring and Reporting

Analysis

Production

•Information
Search

•Report
Creation

•Analysis of
Results

•Information
Dissemination

•Redaction

• Legal
Report

Outputs

Strategic Communications with Stakeholders

• Decision
Rationale
• “Sanitized”
Information

• ATIP
Request

Stakeholder Relationship Management

Support Functions
Internal
Audit

IM/IT

Admin
Support

Legal/
Procurement

Communications

Human
Resources

Finance
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Information “funnelling” is a critical step to manage the
relevant scope of information to be analyzed.
Strategic Management and Oversight
Strategic Communications with Stakeholders

Requests

• Legal
Complaint

Performance Monitoring and Reporting

Planning
The first request may be for “everything”,
but “everything” isn’t evidence.

• Production
Order

•Setting
Stakeholder
Expectations

• Investigation

•Response
Strategy and Plan

• ATIP
Request

Privacy Monitoring

•Information
Identification and
“Funneling”

You need a way to identify and target your
“everything” and track your progress as you
sift through it, systematically, to identify the
evidence (information) that will actually
make it to the production stage.

Stakeholder Relationship Management

Support Functions
Internal
Audit

IM/IT

Admin
Support

Legal/
Procurement

Communications

Human
Resources

Finance

Custodians need to be notified that they are the subject
of an e-Discovery request.
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ECM can be used as a platform to support document
and records management, but can also be used to
automate the control processes to provide process
integrity and the corresponding audit trail
• ECM requirements are driven from four main areas:
Business

Risk
Management

Enterprise
Content
Management

Compliance

Legal

18
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Any information subject to a Legal Hold becomes retention
required, regardless of whether or not it is an official
record

Enterprise Information: content created,
received, and maintained by an
organization or person,
in pursuance of legal obligations or in
the transaction of business

Structured Information
“Databases”

• enforced composition
• predetermined data definitions
• understood relationships

Required Records
Non-RetentionRequired
Records
Not subject to the Record
Retention Schedule but
useful for business
purposes may be retained
for up to number of
months, but must be
destroyed after that period
of time.

Unstructured Info
Web
Content

Electronic
Documents

Print
Output
Photos,
Graphics,
Video

Paper Documents
& Files
Online
Messaging
Email

Fax &
Images

Textual Objects based on a written or
printed language
&
Bitmap Objects that are inherently nonlanguage-based

Transitory
Information
Information not
needed for any
business purpose
should be
destroyed as
soon as
practicable,
unless subject to
a Legal Hold.

Retention
Required
Records

Any
information
subject to a
Legal Hold
becomes
Retention
Required.
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Some organizations build their discovery response by
starting with e-mails. All content should be addressed,
but e-mail is a good starting point as it is a highly
requested information source.
Strategic Management and Oversight

Processing
Privacy Monitoring
Performance Monitoring
• Information
must and
beReporting
saved so

Strategic Communications with Stakeholders

Requests

• Legal
Complaint

Planning

• Production
Order
• Legal
•• ATIP
Production
• Investigation
Complaint
Request
Order
• Investigation

• ATIP
Request

that it cannot be deleted. A
chain of custody must be
preserved.

•Setting
Stakeholder
Expectations

•Information
Collection
•Response
Strategy and
Plan

• E-mail is considered the highest
eDiscovery risk:

•Information
Review

– it is the largest volume and fastest
growing set of electronic records;
and

•Information
Identification
and “Funneling”

•Information
“Tagging”

– it is the most inconsistently
organized content type among
users.

Support Functions
Internal
Audit

IM/IT

Admin
Support

Legal/
Procurement

Communications

Human
Resources

Finance

Securing mobile data is mission critical especially for laptops, desktops
and USB drives. All potentially pertinent information must be preserved;
failure to save information from deletion can lead to significant
sanctions.
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What is Computer Forensics?

• Computer Forensics is the:
– Identification
– Collection
– Preservation
– Analysis
– Presentation
Eof relevant electronic data in a
manner that will allow it to be
admissible in a legal proceeding.
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Why is it important?

“I’d rather not challenge the expert based on his/her analysis.
I’d rather go after the viability of the data used and throw the
expert out on that basis.”

--Anonymous (and various) attorneys
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What We See Is What We Get, Right?
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Time is Always of the Essence
• Computer hard drives are
constantly being updated when
system is in use
• Files, which may contain evidence
can be overwritten by other
material
• Hard drives can fail or become
corrupted
• Computers, and hard drives,
especially laptops can go “missing”
• Sooner information is gathered –
easier to connect to specific user
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Hidden Data - Revealed
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Hidden Data - Revealed
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Metadata in Documents
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Your case is only as strong as its weakest link

And you don’t want evidence to be it.
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The earlier information can be evaluated, the more power
is put into the hands of the respondents (early case
assessment).
Strategic Management and Oversight
Privacy Monitoring
Analysis

Strategic Communications with Stakeholders

Requests

• Legal
Complaint

Planning

• Production
Order
• Legal
•• ATIP
Production
• Investigation
Complaint
Request
Order
• Investigation

• ATIP
Request

Performance Monitoring and Reporting

Processi
ng

•Setting
Stakeholder
Expectations

•Information
Search
•Information
•Information
Collection

•Response
Strategy and
Plan

Review

•Information
Identification
and “Funneling

•Analysis of
Results

•Information
“Tagging”

ESI is analyzed for
significance to the
relevant case. A final
decision is made as to
whether and how
information is pertinent to
eDiscovery requests.

•Redaction
Stakeholder Relationship Management

Support Functions
Internal
Audit

IM/IT

Admin
Support

Legal/
Procurement

Communications

Human
Resources

Finance

Information Search and Analysis can be made more efficient
and defensible through the use of automated tools.
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This process stage is the culmination of all previous steps.
The method and format by which electronic data are to be
produced should be considered and negotiated by the
parties early in the discovery process.
Strategic Management and Oversight
Strategic Communications with Stakeholders

Requests

• Legal
Complaint

Planning

• Production
Order
• Legal
•• ATIP
Production
• Investigation
Complaint
Request
Order
• Investigation

• ATIP
Request

Processi
ng

•Setting
Stakeholder
Expectations

•Information
Collection

•Response
Strategy and
Plan

•Information
Review
•Information
“Tagging”

•Information
Identification
and “Funneling”

Production
Performance Monitoring and Reporting

Privacy Monitoring

Analysis

•Report
•Information
Creation
Search
•Analysis of

Results
•Information
•Redaction
Dissemination

Final decision on
what content
should be
produced.
Determination of
the format to be
produced.

Stakeholder Relationship Management

Support Functions
Internal
Audit

IM/IT

Admin
Support

Legal/
Procurement

Communications

Human
Resources

Finance

The production of electronic data has presented challenges
in the discovery process to the degree that specific rules
have been drafted, commented on and redrafted to address
the issues.
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The benefits of a formal discovery process can increase an
organization’s responsiveness to stakeholder requests and
outweigh the cost of implementing and maintaining an
eDiscovery capability.
Costs
•

•
•
•
•
•

Time and effort required for the
implementation of an Information Discovery
process
Effort required to design and establish a
governance framework
Organizational impact from training and
new/modified business processes
Change management effort to gain buy-in,
participation and support in cultural shift
Technology acquisition, development, and/or
licensing of systems and applications
Ongoing system maintenance and support

•

Availability of dedicated business and
technical resources with proper skill sets and
capabilities to perform tasks

•

Ongoing business process measurement

31

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Placement of records and data relative to its
business value (tiered storage)
Information retrieval time dramatically
reduced
Reduction in duplication of information
Cost reduction due to the decrease in the
volume of information to be reviewed
Responsiveness to stakeholder requests
Improved information quality
Improved defensiveness of information
produced
Supports automation of some business
processes and workflows

•

Improve “find-ability” of information to
support case file

•

Control throughout the information lifecycle
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Organizations need to take serious steps to reduce
eDiscovery cost and mitigate risks.

The amount of information to
be reviewed can be
significantly reduced by:

1

Pervasive, comprehensive
records management
policies and
implementation

2

Search-based
identification and collection
from different sources

3

Effective collection
analysis and culling

32

“The indisputable fact: an extraordinary number of
organizations are negligent with regard to a formal
system to ensure records hold orders are
successfully administered. For any organization
which is the likely target of litigation or regulatory
inquiries, the absence of a formal plan to respond
to discovery requests must be considered an
unacceptable risk. Not having such a system is
a legal land mine waiting for detonation.”
Source: Call for Collaboration, by Robert F. Williams
and Lori J. Ashley Co-sponsored by
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ARMA & AIIM

A structured framework complying to a common business
process will help save time, minimize cost and reduce
overall project risk
What are the right things to do?
Are we doing the right things?
Are we doing the right things right?

Enterprise Electronic Discovery Framework for Litigation Readiness
Information
Management
•Identify

People

program
managers to
manage the
volumes of data

•Develop

Process

standardized
processes for all
business units
and functions

•ECM:

Technology

OpenText,
Documentum

•Email Archiving:

Autonomy, EMC

•Automated

Governance

tools
will help filter or
flag certain
pieces of
information

Identification

•Name

potential
custodians of
data

•triage

the
information
systems and
datasets

•Identify

system
architectures

•Procurement

of

information
access tools

Preservation
•Users can
preserve data
that they have
or done via
automated
methods
•Preservation

process outing
the steps for
each document
type
•a tool that
allows your
legal
department to
track litigation
holds,

Collection

Processing

•Identify

•Consider

collectors or
vendors to
support

specialist ediscovery
players

•Collection

to
ensure
information to
retain its form
& metadata
integrity

•Tools

•Move

and
copy tools

•Audit

•Document

all

potential
sources of
responsive data

•Track

user
responses and
reminders

•reduce the
data set that
does get
passed to the
next step

logs to
include
searches by
custodian,
date, keyword,
and project

to aid
indexing,
categorization
& foldering

•Inclusion of
audit logs and
chain of
custody
information

Review

•Engage

key
stakeholders ,
legal and IT

Analysis

Production

•strategic

attorney
review,
assisted by
technology

•IT

or data
production
experts

Presentation

•Engage

litigation
support
specialists

•Ensure

consist
analysis
done on
datasets

•Consistent

relevancy to
the matter

•Data
hosting
vendors

•Visualization tools

•Publishing

•Multimedia

tools

toolset

•Define

steps to
export data

•As

dictated by
counsel

•Documents

explaining
why
documents
were
excluded
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1. Establish a governance structure, policies and
procedures to provide the necessary oversight
for the e-Discovery process. Clearly articulate
roles and responsibilities, i.e. who does what?
and who’s accountable for what?

Confirm stakeholder expectations at the
outset (“meet and confer”) and establish
communications strategy.

5.

Establish formal policies and procedures for
the classification of information, the
archiving of electronic information, for
secure storage of backup tapes or archive
material and for the preservation and
disposition of information (retention, hold
and destruction policies).

6.

Ensure procedures are in place to maintain
chain of custody.

2. Seek management sponsorship as
organization-wide engagement helps prepare
the way for e-Discovery, but additional
management focus might be needed.
3. Ensure a rigorous e-Discovery focused Project
Management framework is in place.

7.

Identify the universe of potentially relevant
information, i.e. the one under your control
vs. under control of others, and organize your
information.

8.

Focus on high risk/high value information if
time and resources are limited.

9. Investigate the use of automated tools to
ensure identification, collection, preservation
and processing is efficient and defensible.
10. Leverage existing technology and add
selected technologies where applicable.

Technology

Information

4.

Process

Organization

Key success factors for an effective e-Discovery program
span organization, process, information and technology
perspectives.
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In summary0
• Discovery in the digital age has, by far, brought about the most dramatic,
sweeping changes ever witnessed in the legal system
• The traditional “wait-and-see” method to Information Discovery results in a
disjointed approach to ESI collection: such practices are risky and no longer
sustainable
• Organizations are beginning to establish systemized processes to address
their eDiscovery requirements
• These processes can increase an organization’s responsiveness to
stakeholder requests and outweigh the cost of implementing and maintaining
an eDiscovery capability
• An eDiscovery process should be supported by effective technology enablers.
These enablers can help reduce the costs while mitigating the risks of
eDiscovery
Organizations need to assess, plan and implement an eDiscovery process
with associated technology enablers in order to deal with information
requests in a systemized and cost-effective manner
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For more info0
Ellen Lau
Manager
Forensic and Dispute Services
Calgary, AB. Canada
403-261-8138
ellenlau@deloitte.ca
Ellen is a member of the Deloitte Analytics and Forensics Technology group, focusing primarily
on large scale data analytics and litigation readiness engagements.
Ellen brings a significant background in enterprise data and information management having
previously focused on records management and enterprise content management solution
implementations. She has implemented many ECM solutions to meet our client’s business,
legal, regulatory compliance and security requirements, including document management, web
content management, records management and business process management features.
Ellen holds a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science (with a concentration in Software
Engineering), and is a Certified Project Management Professional (PMP).
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We focus on the

details

and go beyond the obvious.
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A Typical Litigation Lifecycle
Examples of key tasks during a litigation lifecycle
Initial Case Meetings
Planning & Discussion Period
Issue Development
Software Deployment
Case-Specific Training
Project Planning
Vendor Selection
Cost Estimates

Document Production
Case Material Mgmt.

Paper Doc Scanning
Coding, OCR
Data Collection/Forensics
eDiscovery Processing

summons discovery document
& complaint begins
acquisition
Compliant
Filed

Response
& Pre-trial
motions

Mock Trial Support
Identify Trial Needs
Contract Trial Consultants
Witness Preparation

Software & Database Support
Workflow & Turnaround
Hosting

review

Discovery

Expert testimony
Graphics Production
Multimedia Production

Real-Time Reporting
Transcript & Exhibit Mgmt.
Modeling & ‘what if’ scenarios

production

deposition

pre-trial
activity

trial

Pre-Trial

Trial

post
trial
Post
Trial

Reference; A. Webster and J. Lane, Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP
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To prepare for a dispute, there are a few areas that need to be
focused on0

First things
Establish a methodology for tracking
early indicators of potential disputes
4 Build a team of advisors who can hit the
ground running on short notice
4 Create a dispute resolution plan that
includes evidence preservation and
documentation
4 Line up experts early
4

Essential capabilities
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Arbitration
Expert testimony
Assessing risk and damage exposure
Business and asset valuations
Forensic investigations
Business insurance analysis
Royalty recovery
Construction disputes
Securities litigation support
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Putting it all Together
Integrating Records Management with Enterprise Content Management,
Search and operational systems will provide a controlled and compliant
information environment.

Enterprise Search
Create/Receive

Review

Records
Administration

Approve
Approved
Version
1.0

 Classification
Declared
Record

Analyze

Store

Transactional Systems & Data Stores

 Disposition Rules
 Access Security

Content & Document Management
Enter/Load

 Retention Policy

Archive

Hold

Destroy

Records Management
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An eDiscovery process should be supported by effective
technology enablers. The conceptual design below
illustrates the key architectural components of a
technology solution.

Case
Management

Search

Analyze

Audit trail

Security, Access and Control
Official
Business
Records

Web
Content

E-mail

Documents

Voice
Mail

Rich
Media

Instant
Messaging

Structured
Data

Discoverable Information Sources

Records Management and Archiving
41
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eDiscovery Processing, Hosting & Review
do wethe
need
•Why
In even
siED review systems?
• Volume of data

Large initial
data collection

• 1 GB USB stick: 30-70,000 pages
• Relevant data sources and data types
• Archived, encoded, compressed, proprietary,
encrypted
• Duplication & Exclusion: system files, privileged,
personal, private, other (spam)
• Relevancy searches: keyword, date, visualisation
• Multiple custodians, reviewers, investigations
• Quality control and reporting
• Production and redaction

Scope the areas
for discovery
Electronic
discovery
techniques
Relevant
material for
review

• Alternative solutions
DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME!
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Companies are intensifying their efforts to streamline
electronic records management and comply with electronic
discovery (e-Discovery) rules.
 Need for faster and more effective mechanisms to obtain electronic evidence
and address litigation or regulatory requests
 Mounting discovery and etiquette issues related to eMail
 Current retention policies have not been updated to include electronically stored
information and as a result organizations are storing much more data than is
necessary
 Opposing counsel has more knowledge of the issues and system complexities
faced by companies than in the past
 Desire to improve the confidence level regarding the completeness and
accuracy of electronic evidence
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